
           
 
Position Name:    Area Manager Sales (South) 

Department:    Sales  

Grade:     Asst. Manager 

Vacancy:    1 

Qualification:    MBA/ Equivalent PG degree 

Experience:    5~8 Years 

Location:    Bangalore 

Reporting to:    Regional Manager - Sales 

Position Requirement: 

1. Good Communication Skills  
2. Market analysis  
3. Negotiation Skill  
4. Decision making 
5. Adaptive to challenging situation 
6. Team management 

 
Purpose of Position:  
 
1. To explore sales potential in the market place through dealer organization. 

2. To get the desired segment share from the territory as per organization objectives. 

3. Implements the desired sales processes as per the Organizational norms. Continuously monitors 

the conformity to the adherence of the same at the dealerships assigned. 

4. Achieves the required SSI score for the dealerships assigned by monitoring of post sales follow-up 

feedbacks and eliminating the issues by root cause analysis. 

5. Handles customer concerns by understanding the concerns and effective resolution of the same 

6. Guides Dealer Principal to achieve the set business objectives by optimizing utilization of 

resources and thereby contributing in increasing gross profits for the dealerships 

Tasks: 

1. Plans to achieve the set business target on all the models for the assigned dealerships. 
2. Develop the sales promotion activity in cooperation with dealers to induce sales. 

3. Performs allocation activity of cars to dealerships of the assigned dealers with regards to their 

past consumption trends and current RPO trend. 

4. Devising & executing the marketing plan for the entire product line for the assigned dealerships. 

5. To ensure the desired segment share for respective regions.  

6. Maps the sales potential of the area assigned district wise/city wise by analyzing the competition 

data and design proper sales tools to maximize the potential. 

7. Checks on the market trends for competitions and SAIPL & Develop alternative plan accordingly   

8. Dealer Satisfaction from New Vehicle Sales 

9. Supervises the SSI scores and cooperate with dealers in improving the same  

10. Ensuring customer satisfaction scores as per targets. CRI of 92 and OS of 8.8 

11. Proper addressal of different ongoing organizational challenges relevant to departmental 

objective  a time bound situation  


